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Hi, I’m Sharon Jurd and welcome to my Biz Blitz video. Today, I 

wanted to talk to you about, are you really a coach or not? You may 

be calling yourself a coach but are you really a coach?  

 

Let’s talk about that. 

 

Firstly, if you’re becoming a coach or want to be a coach, you need a 

couple of things. 

 

✓ You need some EXPERIENCES.  

 

It might be a challenge you’ve overcome; it might be a trauma that you’ve 

gone through that you can share with others on how you came out the 

other side.  

 

You may have some expertise and I’m not saying you need a Uni-degree, 

but you may have an expertise in a particular area that you’ve 

done all your life, it might be photography, and you might want to share 

that expertise out with others.  

 

✓ The other thing that you may have is a MODALITY.  

 

Like Hypnosis, Timeline Therapy®, NLP, Tapping, Reiki, 

massage, there may be a number of modalities that you have trained in 

that you can provide as a tool to help people in a coaching environment. 

 

The second thing that will let you know if you’re a coach or not and the 

question I ask is, ARE YOU GETTING PEOPLE FROM A TO B?  

 

People are at A, they may be in pain and they need to get to B, to 

pleasure. If you are helping someone get from A to B, whatever that is 

for them, then you are a coach 
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If you’re getting outcomes for people,  

If you’re getting them to move forward, 

 

…then you are coaching them to take action and that may be an 

environment one-on-one. 

 

It might be in workshops, it may be speaking from stage because I 

believe if you’re speaking from stage, you are coaching people. They’re 

at A and you need to get them to B.  

 

The other measurement of whether you’re a coach or not is whether YOU 

MEET REGULARLY WITH YOUR CLIENTS AND GET PAID.  

 

A lot of people will do things for free, that’s not a coach. You may 

meet irregularly, that’s not a coach. I hear people say, “I’ve got a coach, 

I can just call that person up every now and then when I need some 

advice.” That is not coaching.  

 

If you are wanting to be a coach or starting a business, or are in a 

coaching business but not sure of the business model, or how you’re 

perceived as a coach, reach out to me. I’m happy to spend 30 minutes 

with you in a Discovery Session.  

 

We can roll our sleeves up, go to work and make sure that you are 

building your business into a coaching business, not into something else. 

It’s really important to get those foundations right in your business and 

make sure you’re growing it with great foundations so it will last the test 

of time. 

 

FREE 30-MINUTE DISCOVERY SESSION 

https://sharonjurdevents.com.au/discovery-session/ 

 

 

https://sharonjurdevents.com.au/discovery-session/
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If you think this video has been of value to you, please share it out with 

your friends, your family, your colleagues because I want to help as many 

people as I can and I need your help to do that.  

 

I’m Sharon Jurd and we’ll talk soon. 

 


